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Abstract: Knowledge of the gas adsorption rate and diffusion characteristics in shale are very
important to evaluate the gas transport properties. However, research on methane adsorption rate
characteristics and diffusion behavior in shale is not well established. In this study, high-pressure
methane adsorption isotherms and methane adsorption rate data from four marine shale samples
were obtained by recording the pressure changes against time at 1-s intervals for 12 pressure steps.
Seven pressure steps were selected for modelling, and three pressure steps of low (~0.4 MPa),
medium (~4.0 MPa), and high (~7.0 MPa) were selected for display. According to the results of study,
the methane adsorption under low pressure attained equilibrium much more quickly than that under
medium and high pressure, and the adsorption rate behavior varied between different pressure steps.
By fitting the diffusion models to the methane adsorption rate data, the unipore diffusion model
based upon unimodal pore size distribution failed to describe the methane adsorption rate, while the
bidisperse diffusion model could reasonably describe most of the experimental adsorption rate data,
with the exception of sample YY2-1 at high pressure steps. This phenomenon may be related to
the restricted assumption on pore size distribution and linear adsorption isotherm. The diffusion
parameters α and β/α obtained from the bidisperse model indicated that both macro- and micropore
diffusion controlled the methane adsorption rate in shale samples, as well as the relative importance
and influence of micropore diffusion and adsorption to adsorption rate and total adsorption increased
with increasing pressure. This made the inflection points, or two-stage process, at higher pressure
steps not as evident as at low pressure steps, and the adsorption rate curves became less steep
with increasing pressure. This conclusion was also supported by the decreasing difference values
with increasing pressures between macro- and micropore diffusivities obtained using the bidisperse
model, which is roughly from 10−3 to 100, and 10−3 to 10−1, respectively. Additionally, an evident
negative correlation between macropore diffusivities and pressure lower than 3–4 MPa was observed,
while the micropore diffusivities only showed a gentle decreasing trend with pressure. A mirror image
relationship between the variation in the value of macropore diffusivity and adsorption isotherms
was observed, indicating the negative correlation between surface coverage and gas diffusivity.
The negative correlation of methane diffusivity with pressure and surface coverage may be related
to the increasing degree of pore blockage and the decreasing concentration gradient of methane
adsorption. Finally, due to the significant deviation between the unipore model and experimental
adsorption rate data, a new estimation method based upon the bidisperse model is proposed here.
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1. Introduction

Increasing exploration activity and advanced technologies, such as horizontal drilling and
hydraulic fracturing for gas shale, have stimulated basic research on gas transport properties in shale.
Understanding the gas storage and transport properties in organic-rich shale, which is characterized
by low porosity and low permeability, is very important to evaluate the gas transport properties.
The source of the initial gas in place (GIP) in organic-rich shale is much more complicated than that in
conventional gas reservoirs and coal [1,2], and the gas storage and transport mechanism—which can
include gas adsorption, desorption, diffusion, and Darcy flow—also differ from those in conventional
gas reservoirs and coal. Thus, the concepts and theories for conventional gas reservoirs and coal cannot
be applied easily in gas shale.

Pore systems, which act as the storage space and transport pathway of gas molecules
in organic-rich shale, significantly affect gas storage and transport behavior [3,4]. The pore
structures of shale are highly heterogeneous, with the pore size mainly ranging from nanometer
to micrometer-sized [5,6]. Previous research has reported that nanometer-sized pores, which are
predominantly associated with organic matter and clay minerals [6–8], could provide larger surface
areas and higher adsorption energy for gas molecule adsorption [9–12], while micrometer-sized
pores—which are generally associated with inorganic minerals [6]—are more likely to connect with
induced fractures for gas flow and transport [13,14]. For gas desorption, once external conditions,
such as temperature and pressure changes, for example, and artificial fractures disturb the equilibrium,
the free gas molecules in fractures and macropore networks flow from high-pressure zones to
low-pressure zones, and then gas that adsorbed onto the surface of organic matter and clay minerals
starts to desorb, inducing a concentration gradient between the bulk particles and their surface.
In contrast, gas adsorption can be described as a process that the methane molecule diffuses from
the void space in the sample cell into adsorption sites. Thus, the gas adsorption rate and diffusion
behavior can be evaluated from methane adsorption isotherm experiments. Previous studies have
noted that diffusion is a complex process of Knudsen diffusion (where molecule-wall collisions
dominate), transitional diffusion (transport through physically adsorbed layers), and Fickian diffusion
(where molecule collision dominates) [15,16].

Previous literature [3,14,16–19] has also reported that the gas adsorption rate and diffusion
behavior in porous media can be estimated indirectly based on adsorption isotherm data and gas
diffusion models, including the “unipore diffusion model” and the “bidisperse diffusion model”.
Combined with the determination of adsorption isotherms to assess the gas adsorption capacity,
adsorption rate data can be obtained. Then, the gas diffusion behavior can be interpreted and described
by fitting the gas diffusion model to experimental adsorption rate data. Clarkson and Bustin [3] found
that the adsorption and diffusion behavior of coals can be explained in terms of relative proportions of
micro-, meso-, and macropores. The unipore diffusion model can reasonably describe the adsorption
rate data of coals with a uniform micropore structure, while the bidisperse diffusion model is more
suitable for coals with a more complicated pore structure. Some earlier literature that studied coal
samples also discussed the effects of experimental conditions, including moisture content and pressure
on gas adsorption kinetics and diffusion behavior [3,20–22]. Cui et al. [23] reported a clear negative
correlation of micro- and macropore diffusivities with increasing pressure over a broad pressure range
for CO2, CH4, and N2. However, an inverse correlation, in which the diffusivities increased with
pressure, was also reported [22,24]. In addition to the pressure, the moisture content, which would
reduce the pore radius and block pore throats, exhibited a negative effect on gas diffusivities [22].
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However, compared to the extensive modelling research that has been conducted on
coal [20,25–29], studies on the gas adsorption rate characteristics and diffusion behavior—as well
as its influencing factors in shale—are very rare. Furthermore, rare research work has been performed
on marine shale to investigate and analyze the varied adsorption rate behavior between different
pressure steps. In an early study conducted on marine shale by Yuan et al. [16], only the adsorption
rate data at lower pressure steps (1–3 MPa) from only one shale sample were reported, and the
varied adsorption rate behaviors and gas diffusion behavior between different pressure steps were
not discussed. Therefore, it is necessary and significant to study the methane adsorption rate and
diffusion behavior on more organic-rich shale samples under a wider pressure range. In this study,
experimental and modeling studies were conducted to investigate the methane adsorption rate
characteristics and the diffusion behavior in four marine shale samples from the Cenye-1 well and
the Yongye-2 well in the Yangtze Platform, Southern China. High-pressure methane adsorption
isotherms were conducted to estimate the adsorption rate characteristics. The diffusion behavior of
methane in organic-rich shale was then estimated indirectly by using the unipore diffusion model and
bidisperse diffusion models to fit the experimental adsorption rate data. Based on this, the variations
in diffusivities with pressure and surface coverage, as well as the varied methane adsorption rate
behaviors between different pressure steps were discussed. It should be noted that, in this research,
the pores developed in organic-rich shale were classified into macropores and micropores, which refer
to micrometer- and nanometer-sized pores, respectively, instead of using the pore types that were
classified by Sing [30]. Due to the inadequacy of the unipore model to explain the methane adsorption
rate data, a new estimation method based upon bidisperse model for lost gas content, which is
the quantity of gas lost during sample retrieval, was proposed here. By conducting a preliminary
application of this method, we found that the modified curve fit method could give a better description
for field desorbed gas data than the current Amoco curve fit method, and this method provides an
alternative to the gas canister desorption data of shale or coal for lost gas content determination.

2. Diffusion Models

Two different types of diffusion models, including “unipore” and “bidisperse” diffusion pore
models, were developed based on the pore structures of solid materials to describe the gas diffusion
process in porous solids [21,31].

2.1. Unipore Diffusion Model

The “unipore” diffusion model, which is also known as the “parallel pore” model, was developed
by Wheeler [32] for use with porous catalyst pellets that exhibit well-defined pore structures and has
been applied to model the gas diffusion process and calculate the lost gas content of coal seams by some
researchers [21,22,26,27]. This model assumes that the porous solid is interspersed with non-connecting
cylindrical pores with identical radii, and the gas concentration at the surface of the spheres throughout
the adsorption process is constant. According to the “unipore” model, the fraction of gas uptake as a
function of time at a constant surface concentration is described by the equation [21,33]:

Mt

M∞
= 1− 6

π2

∞

∑
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1
n2 exp
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p
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(1)

where Mt is the total uptake at time t, M∞ is the total uptake at infinite time, t is the time, rp is the
diffusion path length, and D is the diffusion coefficient. D/r2

p, which refers to the effective diffusivities,
can be obtained by using the above equation to fit the experimental adsorption rate data. For short
times, t is less than 600 s or the fraction of gas adsorbed (Mt/M∞) is less than 0.5, the above equation
(Equation (1)) can be approximated to:
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By using the unipore diffusion model to fit the experimental adsorption rate data of methane in
coal samples, however, some researchers [26,34] found that the “unipore” model underestimates the
time that is required for complete adsorption by an order of magnitude and is inadequate to describe
diffusion processes for entire periods. This failure of the “unipore” model to describe the diffusion
process was attributed to the restrictive assumption of a single pore size [25,26].

2.2. Bidisperse Diffusion Model

Therefore, a more sophisticated model, the “bidisperse” diffusion model, was developed by
Ruckenstein et al. [31]. The basis for the “bidisperse” diffusion model is that a spherical particle
comprises an agglomeration of many small microporous spheres with macropores around the
microparticles [21,31]. This model assumes that the isotherm equation is a linear function of pressure
and that a step change occurs in the concentration of gas on the adsorbent external surface [31].
The equations that describe the diffusion of gas into macro- and micro-spherical particles are provided
in Equations (3) and (4), respectively [31]:
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where Da is the macropore diffusivity, cm2/s; Di is the micropore diffusivity, cm2/s; εa is the macropore
void fraction; εi is the micropore void fraction; ra is the distance from the macrosphere’s center, cm;
Ca is the macropore fluid phase sorbate concentration, moles/cm3; Csa is the macropore adsorbed
phase concentration, moles/cm2; n is the number of microspheres per unit macrosphere volume; Ri is
the microsphere radius, cm; and t is the time, s.
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where ri is the distance from the microsphere’s center, cm; Ci is the micropore fluid phase sorbate
concentration, moles/cm3; and Csi is the micropore adsorbed phase concentration, moles/cm2.

The solutions of the above equations (Equations (3) and (4)) in terms of the fractional uptake
were determined according to the boundary conditions that were applied by Ruckenstein et al. [31]
and Smith and Williams [21]. However, these solutions are too complicated to easily fit the
experimental adsorption rate data results. Therefore, a simplified solution was also provided by
Ruckenstein et al. [31]. The diffusion and adsorption process in macropores is much faster than that in
micropores, so the uptake process was separated into a two-stage process: a faster macropore diffusion
stage and a slower micropore diffusion stage [31]. Therefore, the uptakes for the first and second stages
can be shown by the equations:
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where Ma is the macropore uptake at time t; Ma∞ is the macropore uptake at infinite time; Mi is the
micropore uptake at time t; Mi∞ is the micropore uptake at infinite time; D′a is the effective macropore
diffusivity in cm2/s and is defined as D′a = Da/(1 + HaSa/εa); D′i is the effective micropore diffusivity
in cm2/s and is defined as D′i = Di/(1 + HiSi/εi); t is the time in s; Da is the macropore diffusivity
in cm2/s; Di is the micropore diffusivity in cm2/s; Ha and Hi are the Henry’s law constants for
macropore and micropore adsorption in cm3/cm2, respectively; Sa and Si are the macropore and
micropore surface areas in cm2/cm3, respectively; εa and εi are the macropore and micropore void
fractions, respectively; and Ra and Ri are the macrosphere and microsphere radii in cm, respectively.
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Hence, the total uptake at any time is the sum of the macrosphere uptake and microsphere uptake
and may be provided as [31]:
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=
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+ Mi
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(
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where α is a dimensionless rate parameter, which is defined as α = D′i R
2
a/D′aR2

i , and β is
a dimensionless parameter, which is defined as β = [3(1− εa)εi/εa](D′i R
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i ). Therefore,
the bidisperse pore model can be summarized as:
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As illustrated in Equations (1) and (8), the numerical diffusion models are very complicated and
cannot be applied easily to fit the experimental results. Thus, the “unipore” and “bidisperse” diffusion
models are programmed in MATLAB in this study, and the diffusion parameters can be obtained by
applying the MATLAB program (R2015b, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) to fit the experimental results.
The number of increments n was taken to be 100 in this study, although previous researchers have
stated that values of n as low as 10 can produce reasonably accurate fitting [35,36].

3. Shale Samples and Experimental Methods

3.1. Shale Samples Preparation

In this study, a set of four marine shale core samples collected from the depth of about 1200 m in the
peripheral regions of Sichuan basin in China were prepared for this experimental work. Among these
shale samples, two were collected from lower Cambrian Niutitang shale intervals in CY-1 well,
which was located in the northwest region of Guizhou province. The other two shale samples were
collected from lower Silurian Longmaxi shale intervals in YY-2 well, which was located in northwest
region of Hunan province. The detailed information of these shale samples were shown in Table 1.
In China, shale from both the Niutitang and Longmaxi formations are the representative organic-rich
marine shale intervals, and have been considered to be the major exploration and development targets
of shale gas (Figure 1). Because of the similar tectonic movement in the peripheral regions of Sichuan
basin and stable marine depositional environment, these two shale intervals in the Yangtze Platform
are generally characterized by high TOC content, high thermal maturity, oil-prone organic matter,
and high brittle minerals content throughout the whole Yangtze Platform [9,14]. Thus, the four marine
shale samples used in this study could adequately represent the marine shales developed in other area.

Prior to the experiment, the shale samples were preprocessed to meet the experimental
requirements. First, several rock flakes were collected from drilling core plug for scanning electronic
microscopy (SEM, Su 8010, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) observation. Then, the shale samples were put
into a ball mill pulverizer and crushed into powder with particle sizes from 80 mesh to 100 mesh
(0.180 mm–0.150 mm) to facilitate the adsorption process of gases in the shale samples because gas
can diffuse faster to the adsorption sites with smaller particles [34], so the equilibrium time is shorter
compared to that of larger particles. Although the particle size may change the surface area for gas
adsorption, the effect of particle size on gas diffusion can be neglected when the particle radius is
greater than 0.1 mm according to previous studies [22,29,34]. Then, about 300 g of the powdered shale
samples were prepared by placing shale in an evacuated desiccator for approximately 24 h at 100 ◦C
to remove moisture. Previous studies [37,38] have shown that the paleotemperature of marine lower
Cambrian Niutitang shale and lower Silurian Longmaxi shale in this area have reached as high as
about 300 ◦C and 200 ◦C during late Mesozoic Era, respectively. Because of the irreversibility of organic
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matter thermal evolution, the temperature of 100 ◦C used here for drying is feasible. The sample
processing was conducted in accordance with the Chinese standard MT/T1157-2011 [39].Energies 2017, 10, 626 6 of 23 
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by evacuation for 12 h at 100 °C; (2) leak testing should be conducted by using helium at 8 MPa for 
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Figure 1. Maps of the marine shale including lower Silurian and lower Cambrian shale in the Yangtze
Platform, South China, and the locations of sampling well. Modified after Tan et al. [9].

Table 1. The organic geochemistry and mineral compositions of shale samples involved in present
study. TOC: Total organic carbon, I/S: Illite/Smectite.

Sample
Organic Geochemistry Mineral Compositions (%)

TOC (%) Ro (%) Quartz Feldspar Pyrite Carbonate Total Clays Illite Chlorite I/S

YY2-1 1.76 2.68 57 5 1 2 35 16 9 10
YY2-2 1.61 3.04 60 7 2 31 20 4 7
CY1-1 2.03 3.35 51 8 3 1 37 17 7 13
CY1-2 2.54 3.61 54 5 1 2 38 21 5 12

3.2. Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM) Observations

A Gatan Ilion II milling system was used with an accelerating voltage of 6 keV for three hours to
Ar-ion mill the rock flakes at the Key Laboratory of Shale Gas Exploration and Evaluation, Ministry of
Land and Resources at the China University of Geosciences (Beijing). The milling process removed
approximately 70 µm of surface material and eventually provided a fan-shaped and flat surface.
A Hitachi Su 8010 scanning electron microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) was used to observe the pores.

3.3. Methane Adsorption Isotherms and Adsorption Rate Measurements

Methane adsorption isotherms were recorded at a temperature of 30 ◦C with pressures from 0
to 8 MPa by using a volumetric apparatus (Figure 2) at the Key Laboratory of Shale Gas Exploration
and Evaluation, Ministry of Land and Resources at China University of Geosciences (Beijing, China).
The volumetric method is based on mass balance principles and requires precise measurements of
pressure, volume, and temperature. The instrument’s components, in terms of the volumetric method,
have been documented in previous literature [11,40]. In this experiment, the main procedures can be
summarized as follows: (1) the shale powder samples need to be degassed firstly by evacuation for
12 h at 100 ◦C; (2) leak testing should be conducted by using helium at 8 MPa for two hours, and the
accepted leakage rate is less than 500 Pa/hour; (3) the void volume of the sample cell, which should
be applied for the calculation of isotherms and methane adsorption amounts, was determined by
helium expansion; and (4) remove the helium within the sample cell by evacuation and then perform
the methane adsorption isotherm measurement. Then, the adsorption amount of methane at various
pressures during the adsorption measurement was calculated through the equation [9,41]:
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V = Vtotal − ρgasVvoid (9)

where V is the adsorption amount of methane; Vtotal is the total amount of gas that is introduced into
the sample cell; ρgas is the gas density, which can be calculated from the Institute of Standards and
Technology WebBook (http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/fluid); and Vvoid is the void volume of the
sample cell, which can be determined by helium expansion.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental set up for methane adsorption on shale.

The characterization of gas adsorption is generally described through isotherms, i.e., the amount of
adsorbate (methane) on the adsorbent as a function of pressure. The Langmuir equation is a model that
relates the adsorption of gas molecules on a solid surface to gas pressure at a given temperature [40].
Assuming that methane adsorption in organic-rich shales follows the monolayer adsorbate theory,
the methane adsorption experimental results can be modeled by the Langmuir isotherm equation [42]:

V = VL
P

PL + P
(10)

where V is the volume of adsorbed gas; VL is the Langmuir volume (the maximum adsorption capacity
of the adsorbent); P is the gas pressure; and PL is the Langmuir pressure, at which the adsorbed gas
content equals half the Langmuir volume. The value of PL can also be a measure of the isotherm
curvature: the smaller the value of PL, the greater the initial slope of the isotherm [43]. A least-squares
fit of methane adsorption isotherms based on the Langmuir model was applied to determine the
Langmuir parameters, including VL and PL.

The methane adsorption rate and diffusion process can be estimated indirectly based on a previous
study [17] by using adsorption isotherm data, and the pressure changes in the sample cell against time
during the adsorption process of reaching equilibrium should be recorded to achieve the adsorption
rate data, which can be used to calculate the diffusivities by fitting the diffusion model. In this study,
pressure data against time were recorded at 1-s intervals for all pressure steps until the adsorption
equilibrium was reached, and the adsorption rate data were plotted with the square root of the time in
the X-axis and the fractionally-adsorbed Mt/M∞ in the Y-axis.

4. Experimental Results and Discussions

4.1. Pore Characteristics

Figure 3 shows the SEM observation results of the pores that developed in the measured shale
samples. It is apparent from the Figure 3 that the shale samples in this study possesses large
amounts of inter-particle and intra-particle pores ranging from micrometer to nanometer-sized
(Figure 3a–c). Additionally, the nanometer-sized organic matter pores were also well formed in
these over-mature shale samples (Figure 3d), and the pore structures of these marine shale samples are
highly heterogeneous. Thus, both macro- and micropores were observed in measured shale samples
according to this qualitative observation, and this observation is also the basis of using the bidisperse
diffusion model for modelling study.

http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/fluid
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Figure 3. SEM images of the shale samples in this study, which show pores with different sizes.
In this study, the macropores and micropores refer to micrometer-sized pores and nanometer-sized
pores, respectively. (a) Intra-particle macropores in clay minerals; (b) Intra-particle macropores in clay
minerals and inter-particle macropores between minerals; (c) Inter-particle micropores supported by
pyrite corners; (d) The micropores in organic matter (OM) with complicated shape and inner structure.

4.2. Methane Adsorption Isotherms

Experimental adsorption isotherms for shale samples were established according to the above
experimental procedure. The corresponding measurement results are summarized in Table 2 and
displayed in Figure 4. As illustrated in Figure 4, the methane adsorption isotherms for shale
samples indicate that the adsorption trend followed Type I isotherm behavior. Generally, the trend of
high-pressure methane adsorption isotherms showed a significant increase in the adsorption amount
at low pressure and then flattened out into a plateau region at high pressure [40,44–46], which is
believed to have been caused by the overlapping adsorption potentials between the walls of pores
with similar diameters to the adsorbate molecules at low pressure and by the gradual formation of
monolayers of methane molecules at high pressure [47]. In this study, however, the measured shale
samples showed a steady increase and did not attain saturation at the final experimental pressure of
about 7.5 MPa, with the exception of shale sample YY2-1, which exhibited a maximizing trend within
the range of experimental pressures (Figure 4).

Table 2. Measured methane adsorption capacity for shale samples.

YY2-1 YY2-2 CY1-1 CY1-2

P (MPa) V (cm3/g) P (MPa) V (cm3/g) P (MPa) V (cm3/g) P (MPa) V (cm3/g)

0.08 0.0858 0.08 0.238 0.07 0.2391 0.08 0.1096
0.24 0.1961 0.39 0.473 0.36 0.5080 0.40 0.3368
0.40 0.2951 0.86 0.733 0.80 0.7920 0.81 0.5333
0.80 0.4921 2.15 1.359 2.11 1.3821 2.13 0.9943
2.11 0.9886 3.23 1.821 3.22 1.7253 3.23 1.3049
3.21 1.3717 4.02 2.206 4.02 1.9907 4.03 1.4517
4.02 1.5401 4.78 2.553 4.82 2.3945 4.82 1.6464
4.80 1.6220 5.42 2.664 5.49 2.6267 5.49 1.8582
5.45 1.6292 5.98 2.786 6.05 2.7142 6.06 1.9253
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YY2-1 YY2-2 CY1-1 CY1-2

P (MPa) V (cm3/g) P (MPa) V (cm3/g) P (MPa) V (cm3/g) P (MPa) V (cm3/g)

6.00 1.6311 6.45 2.838 6.53 2.8242 6.55 2.0644
6.48 1.6301 6.91 2.958 6.94 2.8501 6.97 2.0922
6.88 1.6322 7.29 2.978 7.59 2.8904 7.66 2.1312
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Figure 4. (a) Methane adsorption isotherms for experimental shale samples at 30 ◦C. Points are
measured values, and dash lines are the corresponding fitting lines based on Langmuir equation;
(b) Straight line fit for experimental adsorption data, indicating that the isotherms of sample YY2-2,
CY1-1, and CY1-2 are near linear with the value of R2 larger than 0.96, while the isotherms of sample
YY2-1 are obviously non-linear with a lower value of R2.

The experimental methane adsorption isotherms for the shale samples were fitted by using the
Langmuir model, and good consistencies were observed between the calculated and experimental
isotherms. The Langmuir parameters (VL and PL), which were obtained from the least-squares fit of
methane adsorption isotherms, are listed in Table 3, with values ranging from 2.37 cm3/g to 5.55 cm3/g
and 2.6105 MPa to 6.1741 MPa, respectively. According to previous studies [9–11,40,45,48–51],
the Langmuir methane adsorption volume of organic-rich shale is controlled by a number of interior
and external factors, including the shale matrix (heterogeneous mixture of organic and inorganic) and
reservoir’s temperature and pressure. In particular, organic matter with a microporous structure is the
dominant factor that controls the methane adsorption capacity of organic-rich shales. Additionally,
previous studies have shown that the Langmuir pressure has a significant effect on gas desorption
behavior during gas recovery, and the higher Langmuir pressure is, the higher amount of gas that can
be recovered [52].

Table 3. Langmuir fitting results of methane adsorption for experimental shale samples.

Sample VL (MPa) PL (cm3/g) R2

YY2-1 2.37 2.6105 0.98
YY2-2 5.55 6.0731 0.99
CY1-1 5.09 5.5414 0.99
CY1-2 3.88 6.1741 0.99

4.3. Methane Adsorption Kinetics

Unlike the measurement of methane adsorption isotherms, in which only the equilibrium
pressure is required, the measurement of adsorption rates requires recording pressure changes
at each pressure step in sample cell at any time. In this study, a total of 12 pressure steps were
used to establish the methane adsorption isotherms for measured shale samples (Figure 4), and a
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large amount of methane adsorption rate data were recorded simultaneously for each pressure
step under conditions considered to be relevant for methane storage in measured shale. To avoid
repeating descriptions of similar curve trend under similar pressure ranges and improve comparative
studies, seven pressure steps were selected for comparative study in this study, and three pressure
steps, including ~0.4 MPa (low pressure step), ~4.0 MPa (medium pressure step), and ~7.0 MPa
(high pressure step), were displayed graphically to show the adsorption rate curves, and Figure 5
shows that the experimental adsorption rate data of shale samples at three different pressure steps.
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Figure 5. Experimental methane adsorption rate data for shale samples at three different pressures,
showing that methane adsorption kinetics varied between different pressure steps and different
shale samples. (a) Adsorption rate at pressure step 0.40 MPa was much higher than that at pressure
steps of 4.02 MPa and 6.88 MPa, and was characterized by evident two-stage diffusion process;
(b) Adsorption rate at both pressure steps of 0.39 MPa and 4.02 MPa were much higher than that at
6.91 MPa, and were characterized by evident two-stage diffusion process; (c) Adsorption rate gradually
decrease with increasing pressure steps from 0.36 MPa to 6.94 MPa, and only adsorption rate curve at
lower and medium pressure steps showed an evident two-stage process; (d) Adsorption rate gradually
decrease with increasing pressure steps from 0.40 MPa to 6.97 MPa, and all of the three curves showed
an evident two-stage process.

Similar to the trend of high-pressure methane adsorption isotherms, the methane adsorption
rate curves at low pressure steps showed a significant increase in the fractional adsorption (Mt/M∞)
at initial time range (~2.5 s0.5) and then flattening out into a plateau region, and were much steeper
than those at medium and high pressure steps. Additionally, it can be easily observed from Figure 5
that only the shale sample CY1-1 reached methane adsorption equilibrium (Mt/M∞ = 1) for all three
pressure steps within a current time range of 35 s0.5, while methane adsorption equilibrium of the
other three shale samples was only reached at low pressure steps. Additionally, the inflection points
(from the faster adsorption process at early time to the slower adsorption process at later time) of
each adsorption rate curve tended to move downward from low pressure to high pressure steps.
This phenomenon indicated that the methane adsorption under the lower pressure condition attained
equilibrium much more quickly than that under medium and high pressure conditions. In other words,
the pressure has a significant effect on methane adsorption rate and diffusion in organic-rich shale.
Moreover, the existence of inflection points in adsorption rate curves also indicated that the methane
diffusion process in organic-rich shale samples was a two-stage process (a faster macropore diffusion
process at initial time and a slower micropore diffusion process at later time).
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By comparing the adsorption rate curves at different pressure steps of four shale samples,
we found that, the shape of adsorption rate curves at medium and high pressure steps differed
significantly between different shale samples (Figure 5). For example, a two-stage adsorption
process can be easily observed at medium and high pressure steps in shale sample CY1-2, while this
phenomenon is less evident in adsorption rate curves at the same pressure step in the other three
samples. Additionally, with increasing pressure steps, the inflection (from faster adsorption process at
early time to slower adsorption process at later time) of adsorption rate curves at medium and high
pressure steps are less evident when compared with adsorption rate curves at low pressure steps.
This phenomenon may be related to the relative importance of macropore diffusion and micropore
diffusion in single pressure steps, as well as the pore size distribution in different shale samples.

4.4. Methane Adsorption Rate Data: Application of Unipore Model

In this section, methane adsorption rate data at seven pressure steps on four dry shale samples
have been modeled using the unipore diffusion model (Equation (1)), and three pressure steps of
which were displayed (Figure 6), and the fitted diffusion parameters were summarized in Table 4.
It can be easily observed that the unipore diffusion model failed to predict the adsorption rate data
over the entire time range for all pressure steps of shale samples. However, Figure 6 also showed
that the unipore diffusion model could still describe the initial adsorption rate data for some shale
samples, such as sample CY1-2 at 0.40 MPa and 4.03 MPa. Similar observations have been reported
by previous literature on coal samples [18,21,27]. For example, Smith and Williams [27] reported that
the unipore diffusion model is valid only when the fractional uptake is less than 0.5 (Mt/M∞ ≤ 0.5),
and significant deviations between the unipore diffusion model and experimental results would occur
at larger Mt/M∞ values.
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The failure of applying the unipore diffusion model to describe gas adsorption and diffusion 
processes over the entire time range in coal or shale samples has also been reported. For example, in 
an early study conducted by Clarkson and Bustin [3] on coal samples, they found that both analytical 
and numerical unipore models developed by themselves failed to predict the methane and carbon 
dioxide adsorption rate data over the entire time range. Previous studies [3,16] have shown that the 
gas adsorption rate behavior of coal or shale samples may be significantly affected by the pore size 
distribution and, thus, the sample which is homogeneous with respect to pore size distribution can 
be fitted well by the adsorption rate models based upon a unimodal pore structure. However, the 
pore size distribution in shale matrix is generally characterized by bimodal instead of unimodal 
characteristics [10,16,53–56], and from the analysis of SEM images (Figure 3), the pore size 

Figure 6. The unipore model fitting of the experimental methane adsorption rates for shale samples at
three different pressure steps, showing that the unipore model failed to predict the adsorption rate data
over the entire time range for all pressure steps of measured shale samples. (a) Unipore model slightly
underestimated the time required to reach adsorption equilibrium; (b–d) Unipore model significantly
deviated from the experimental results and underestimated the time required to reach adsorption
equilibrium; (e) Unipore model slightly deviated from the experimental results and underestimated the
time required to reach adsorption equilibrium; (f–h) Unipore model significantly deviated from
the experimental results and underestimated the time required to reach adsorption equilibrium;
(i) Unipore model significantly deviated from the experimental results and overestimated the time
required to reach adsorption equilibrium; (j–k) Unipore model could predict the initial experimental
results and then start to deviated slightly, and underestimated the time required to reach adsorption
equilibrium; (l) Unipore model slightly deviated from the experimental results and underestimated the
time required to reach adsorption equilibrium.

Table 4. The unipore diffusion model fitting parameters for the methane adsorption rate data at three
pressure steps.

YY2-1 YY2-2

P (MPa) D/r2
p (s−1) P (MPa) D/r2

p (s−1)

0.08 1.5010 0.08 0.7717
0.24 1.1718 0.39 0.1801
0.40 0.1934 2.15 0.2958
2.11 0.2027 4.02 0.1030
4.02 0.0013 5.42 0.0122
5.45 0.0009 6.91 0.0068
6.88 0.00097 7.29 0.0061

CY1-1 CY1-2

P (MPa) D/r2
p (s−1) P (MPa) D/r2

p (s−1)

0.07 0.9091 0.08 1.3207
0.36 0.1675 0.40 0.4327
2.11 0.2384 2.13 0.5001
4.02 0.0549 4.03 0.0821
5.49 0.0207 5.49 0.0601
6.94 0.0249 6.97 0.0129
7.59 0.0012 7.66 0.0013

The failure of applying the unipore diffusion model to describe gas adsorption and diffusion
processes over the entire time range in coal or shale samples has also been reported. For example,
in an early study conducted by Clarkson and Bustin [3] on coal samples, they found that both
analytical and numerical unipore models developed by themselves failed to predict the methane
and carbon dioxide adsorption rate data over the entire time range. Previous studies [3,16] have
shown that the gas adsorption rate behavior of coal or shale samples may be significantly affected
by the pore size distribution and, thus, the sample which is homogeneous with respect to pore size
distribution can be fitted well by the adsorption rate models based upon a unimodal pore structure.
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However, the pore size distribution in shale matrix is generally characterized by bimodal instead
of unimodal characteristics [10,16,53–56], and from the analysis of SEM images (Figure 3), the pore
size distribution of shale samples involved in this study are heterogeneous instead of homogeneous.
Additionally, in the experimental approach used here, the gas concentration is not constant due to
methane adsorption on the surface of shale powder sample throughout the single adsorption process
(Figure 7). Thus, the unipore diffusion model based upon the restrictive assumption of unimodal pore
volume distribution and constant gas concentration failed to describe the adsorption rate data over the
entire time range of shale sample.
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4.5. Methane Adsorption Rate Data: Application of Bidisperse Model

In this section, the bidisperse model was also applied to fit the methane adsorption rate data at
the same seven pressure steps on four dry shale samples (Equation (8)), and three pressure steps of
which were displayed (Figure 8), and the fitted diffusion parameters, including macropore diffusivities
D′a/R2

a, micropore diffusivities D′i/R2
i , β/α, and α, are summarized in Table 5.
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As illustrated in Figure 8, except for the adsorption rate curve of shale sample YY2-1 at high
pressure step, the bidisperse diffusion model based upon bimodal pore structure could reasonably
describe the methane adsorption rate data over the entire time range for all shale samples at each
pressure step, indicating that methane diffusion in organic-rich shale is a two-stage process, with a
faster macropore diffusion stage earlier and a micropore slower diffusion stage later. In fact, compared
with several failed modelling reports on coal samples using the bidisperse model at high pressure [3,22],
rare studies reported the failure of the bidisperse model to describe the gas adsorption rate data at
high pressure in shale samples. In an early study conducted on lower Silurian shale in the Sichuan
Basin of China by Yuan et al. [16], only the adsorption rate data at lower pressure steps were reported.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the bidisperse model assumed that the adsorption isotherm is a linear
function of pressure for methane. In this study, it is apparent from Figure 4 that, when compared with
three other adsorption isotherms which are near linear, the adsorption isotherm for shale sample YY2-1
is obviously non-linear, and this was considered to be the reason for the failed modelling using the
bidisperse model at high pressure steps.

As we mentioned above, the unipore diffusion model failed to predict the methane adsorption
process, so the diffusion parameters obtained by bidisperse model were applied here to describe the
diffusion process although the modelling for sample YY2-1 at high pressure steps is not excellent.
As shown in Table 5, the order of magnitude of macro- and micropore diffusivities is roughly from
10−3 to 100, and 10−3 to 10−1, respectively, and diffusivities are varied between different shale samples
at the same pressure steps, this may be related to the different pore structure and matrix composition
characteristics between different shale samples. The methane macro- and micropore diffusivities
(Table 5) determined from adsorption rate data on dry shale samples are comparable in magnitude to
those found by Yuan et al. [16]. Additionally, we found that the order of magnitude of diffusivities
between macro- and micropore is almost the same at medium and high pressure steps, and the
difference value between these two decreased with increasing pressures. For shale sample CY1-2 at
high pressure step of 6.97 MPa, the macro- and micropore diffusivities are similar. This phenomenon
may suggest that the relative importance of micropore diffusion to total adsorption increases with
increasing pressures, and both micropore and macropore diffusion is significant for methane adsorption
in shale samples.
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Table 5. The bidisperse diffusion model fitting parameters for the methane adsorption rate data at
three pressure steps.

YY2-1 YY2-2

P (MPa) D
′
a/R2

a (s−1) D
′

i/R
2
i (s−1) α β/α P (MPa) D

′
a/R2

a (s−1) D
′

i/R
2
i (s−1) α β/α

0.08 1.7948 0.0424 0.0236 0.1149 0.08 2.3453 0.3493 0.0636 0.2961
0.24 1.1718 0.0325 0.0277 0.1224 0.39 2.1688 0.2402 0.1107 1.2450
0.40 0.3297 0.0207 0.0628 0.4341 2.15 0.6042 0.2303 0.5467 2.3397
2.11 0.2027 0.0479 0.4514 0.6033 4.02 0.2551 0.1084 0.4251 1.9455
4.02 0.0994 0.0100 0.1003 0.3021 5.42 0.0083 0.0042 0.5030 3.4593
5.45 0.0091 0.0032 0.3477 1.0593 6.91 0.0068 0.0051 0.7475 3.5553
6.88 0.0097 0.0010 0.3015 2.4030 7.29 0.0062 0.0056 0.9309 3.6930

CY1-1 CY1-2

P (MPa) D
′
a/R2

a (s−1) D
′

i/R
2
i (s−1) α β/α P (MPa) D

′
a/R2

a (s−1) D
′

i/R
2
i (s−1) α β/α

0.07 1.8084 0.4472 0.2473 0.3609 0.08 1.5084 0.1780 0.1180 0.3006
0.36 0.7760 0.2462 0.3172 0.6744 0.40 0.9140 0.1325 0.1449 0.5334
2.11 0.4630 0.2028 0.4379 0.9939 2.13 0.5012 0.1307 0.4159 0.7941
4.02 0.5047 0.1947 0.2763 2.1202 4.03 0.3496 0.1054 0.4160 1.8073
5.49 0.1089 0.0392 0.3598 2.5593 5.49 0.1255 0.0545 0.4346 2.5593
6.94 0.0923 0.0917 0.9940 2.9949 6.97 0.0529 0.0529 1.0000 4.7118
7.59 0.0967 0.0901 0.9600 2.9400 7.66 0.0467 0.0321 1.2310 4.8324

In this study, the methane adsorption rate characteristics of coals were not studied. However,
by comparing the published methane diffusivity data of coal samples [3,14,22,29], we found that
there are discrepancies in the magnitude of diffusivities between coal and shale samples involved
in this study, and both the unipore and bidisperse models reveal that methane diffusivities in shale
samples are 2–4 orders of magnitude larger than that in coal samples. Compared with coals that are
generally characterized by a large amount of nanometer-sized pores and relatively low amounts of
micrometer-sized pores, the pore structure of over-mature marine shale is generally characterized
by relatively small amounts of nanometer-sized pores and large amounts of mineral-associated
micrometer-sized pores [14,16,57]. Additionally, previous researchers have pointed out that the
nanometer-sized pores are the primary control upon gas adsorption, while the micrometer-sized pores
likely serve as gas transport pathways [3,8,14]. This may be the reason why shale with lower methane
adsorption capacity possesses higher gas diffusivity when compared with coal.

4.6. Effect of Pressure and Surface Coverage on Methane Diffusivity in Shale

In Section 4.2, the negative effect of pressure upon the adsorption rate curves have been clearly
observed (Figure 5). To quantitatively determine the effect of pressure on methane diffusivities,
the macro- and micropore diffusivities were determined from seven pressure steps of the adsorption
isotherms by using bidisperse model. The results describing the variation in the value of diffusivity
with pressure for shale samples are shown in Figure 9.
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It is apparent that there is an evident negative correlation between macropore diffusivity
and pressure lower than 3–4 MPa (Figure 9a), while the micropore diffusivity only showed a
gentle decreasing trend with pressure (Figure 9b), with the exception of sample YY2-2 and CY1-1.
According to Yuan et al. [16], the pressure dependency of diffusion variations between macro- and
micropores may be related to the different diffusion mechanisms in pore types (Fickian diffusion
in macropores and Knudsen diffusion in micropores). The negative correlation between methane
diffusivity and pressure lower than 3–4 MPa may suggest that the diffusivity is not constant over the
entire development process of the gas shale reservoir, and the ease with which methane diffusion in
shale matrix improves with pressure reduction. The variation trends in diffusivity with pressure in this
paper are consistent with other diffusivity results that have been reported in previous studies [3,16,23].
For example, Cui et al. [23] reported that the gas diffusivities decrease with increasing pressure lower
than 3.6 MPa, and this finding appears to be comparable with our results.

In addition to the above observations, Nandi and Walker [34] found that there is no direct
correlation between pressure and adsorption rate data when the pressure is lower than 2 MPa.
Additionally, previous researchers [58] observed the positive correlation between gas diffusivity
and pressure, and found that the gas diffusivity has a positive correlation with surface coverage
(adsorbed volume). By plotting the variation in the value of diffusivity and adsorption isotherms,
however, we found that there is a mirror image relationship between the variation in the value of
macropore diffusivity and adsorption isotherms, the macropore diffusivity decreased with increasing
adsorption volume or surface coverage, indicating the negative correlation between surface coverage
and gas diffusivity (Figure 10). This observation is consistent with the reports by Pillalamarry et al. [28],
while in opposition with the results mentioned above. Based on this, the reduction in methane
diffusivity with pressure may be attributed to two reasons: (1) the degree of pore blockage by methane
molecule increase with increasing surface coverage (adsorbed volume), making methane molecules
difficult to diffuse into adsorption sites through pathways [59]; and (2) as methane diffuses into
adsorption sites, the concentration gradient between bulk particles and their surfaces decrease with
increasing pressures and adsorbed volume, slowing methane diffusion.
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4.7. Analysis of Methane Adsorption Rate Behavior between Different Pressure Steps

As we mentioned above, considering the heterogeneous pore size distribution characteristics of
shale, the two-stage gas diffusion process occurred in shale samples at each pressure step, which can
be adequately described by the bidisperse model, is expected. However, we found in Figure 5 that the
inflection points (from the faster adsorption process during the earlier time compared to the slower
adsorption process during the later time) of adsorption rate curves at medium and high pressure steps
are not evident when compared with adsorption rate curves at low pressure steps. In other words,
the two-stage process in higher pressure steps is not as evident as in lower pressure steps.

Ruckenstein et al. [31] reported that the fitted parameter α (Table 4) represents the ratio of the
time scales of diffusion processes that occurred in the macrospheres and microspheres, and can be
expressed as

α =
D′i R

2
a

D′aR2
i
=

tm

ti
(11)

where tm is the order of magnitude of the time required for penetration of macrosphere by diffusion,
and ti is the order of magnitude of the time required for penetration of microsphere by diffusion.
Only when the value of α is less than 0.001, which indicates that the macropore diffusion is much
faster than the micropore diffusion, does the adsorption rate behavior essentially occur in two stages.
Additionally, Ruckenstein et al. [31] pointed out that the values of α ranging from 0.001 to 100 indicates
that both macro- and micropore diffusion control the adsorption rate. Furthermore, Roberts and
York [60] reported that the value of α is on the order of 0.1–1.0 clearly indicates that both macro- and
micropore diffusion processes control the gas adsorption rate to equilibrium. As presented in Table 5,
the order of the values of α obtained in this paper is roughly between 0.01 and 1.0, indicating that
both macro- and micropore diffusion control the methane adsorption rate behaviors at each pressure
step in all measured shale samples. Additionally, the positive correlation between pressure and
the values of α in this study (Figure 11a) indicated an increase in the time required for penetration
of macrosphere by diffusion with increasing pressure, or a decrease in the time required for the
penetration of microspheres by diffusion with increasing pressure. In other words, the increasing
values of α with increasing pressure indicated a decrease in the rate of macropore adsorption or
diffusivity or an increase in the rate of micropore adsorption or diffusivity, which contrasted with the
observations in Figure 9b. Thus, relative to the rate of micropore adsorption or diffusivity, only the
significant decrease in the rate of macropore adsorption or diffusivity made the positive correlation
between pressure and the values of α in this study possible. This was also supported by the above
observations in Figure 9a, which shows the decrease in macropore diffusivity with increasing pressure.
Therefore, although both macro- and micropore diffusion control the methane adsorption rate in
each pressure step, the relative influence of macropore diffusion on the adsorption rate decreases
with increasing pressure, while the relative influence of micropore diffusion on the adsorption rate is
increasing. This conclusion was also supported by the similar or same order of magnitude between
macro- and micropore diffusivities at medium and high pressure steps (Table 5).

Additionally, the values of (1/3)(β/α), as presented in Table 5, represents the ratio of micropore and
macropore adsorption (Mi/Ma) at equilibrium (Mt/M∞ = 1.0), and small values of (1/3)(β/α) indicate
negligible micropore adsorption while, for large values, the macropore adsorption is negligible [31].
Thus, the ratio of micropore and macropore adsorption (Mi/Ma) at adsorption equilibrium are
obtained for each pressure step using the equation:

Mi
Ma

=
β

3α
(12)

where Mi is the methane adsorption amount in micropores at equilibrium, Ma is the methane
adsorption in macropores at equilibrium, and the values of β/α are obtained by fitting the bidisperse
model to adsorption rate data. Figure 11b illustrated the positive correlation between pressures and
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the ratios of micropore and macropore adsorption for shale samples, reflecting the relative importance
of micropore adsorption to total adsorption amount is increasing with increasing pressures. In other
words, the adsorption sites in macropores are already, or almost, full at lower pressure steps, so less
methane adsorption in macropores can occur at higher pressure steps. Therefore, the inflection points
of adsorption rate behavior curves not being evident at higher pressure steps was attributed to two
reasons: (1) the methane adsorption rate behaviors in these shale samples throughout the adsorption
process is both macro- and micropore diffusion controlling, and the relative influencing of micropore
diffusion on adsorption rate increased; and (2) the relative importance of micropore adsorption to total
adsorption increased with increasing pressure steps. Additionally, previous studies [3,16] also have
shown that the relative proportion of macro- and micropores have a significant effect on gas adsorption
rate behavior, which may be the reason why the adsorption rate behavior curves of samples YY2-2,
CY1-1, and CY1-2 at medium and high pressure steps are much steeper than that of sample YY2-1 at
medium and high pressure steps (Figure 5). However, the specific reasons still need to be proved by
other data.
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4.8. Implications for Gas Shale Reservoir Characterization

The significant effect of pore structure on gas diffusion behavior in coal and shale has been well
known. In this study, our observations are that the bidisperse diffusion model, which was based upon
the bimodal pore size distribution characteristics, can adequately describe most of the adsorption
rate data, while the unipore diffusion model based upon the unimodal pore size distribution failing,
also indicates the significant effect of pore structure on gas diffusion. In the past several decades,
some methods, including the USBM (United States Bureau of Mines) direct method, USBM modified
direct method, Smith-Williams method, and the Amoco curve fit method, have been proposed based
on the unipore diffusion model to estimate the lost gas content of coal or shale samples [17,61–67],
and the primary difference among these methods exists in how these methods use the gas desorption
data to estimate the lost gas content. For example, the USBM direct method only uses several early
gas desorption data to estimate the lost gas content, while the Amoco curve fit method uses all
of the gas desorption data to estimate the lost gas content. However, in this study, we found that
the unipore diffusion model is inadequate for both early or all gas adsorption rate data (Figure 6).
Thus, using the estimation methods based upon the unipore model may lead to errors in the lost gas
content determination, especially for shale with heterogeneous reservoir characteristics. Based on this,
developing a new lost gas content estimation method based upon some better models is necessary
for improving the accuracy of estimation. Recently, two new modified bidisperse diffusion models
incorporating the properties of gas diffusion behavior and the complicated pore size distribution
characteristics in shale and coals were developed by Haghshenas et al. [19] and Li et al. [68], respectively.
Although these models could better describe the entire adsorption rate data in shale or coal than
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the bidisperse model, these modelling equations, involving much more complicated mathematical
processes, were difficult to apply in other gas adsorption or desorption data.

Therefore, in this study, our preferred method is to modify the current Amoco curve fit method [62]
by replacing the unipore diffusion equation (Equation (1)) with the bidisperse diffusion equation
(Equation (8)). For simplicity, only the first term in the infinite series in a new method was retained,
and then the new lost gas content determination equation becomes:

Qd(t) = Qt


{

1− 6
π2 exp

[
−π2 D′at

R2
a

]}
+ β

3α

{
1− 6

π2 exp
[
−π2α

D′i t
R2

i

]}
1 + β

3α

−Ql (13)

where Qd(t) is the desorbed gas content at time t (mL/g rock), and Qt is the sum of lost gas content
and desorbed gas content (mL/g rock). Ql is the lost gas content (mL/g rock). By fitting the above
equation to all gas desorption data, the lost gas content Ql can be obtained. From the theoretical
viewpoint, the method proposed here may give a reasonable description for gas desorption data,
and the estimation accuracy would be improved when compared with other methods based upon
the unipore model. It is apparent from Figure 12 that this modified curve fit method could give a
better description for field desorbed gas data than the current Amoco curve fit method. Additionally,
this method is simpler and easy to apply in both field and laboratory studies. Given the limited space
and the topic of this paper, however, the details about this method, including the establishing process,
the practical application in gas content determination, and the comparison on estimation accuracy
with other methods, will be discussed and still requires study in the future. Furthermore, this method
may provide an additional and potential way for lost gas content determination.
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Figure 12. Using an Amoco curve fit method and a modified curve fit method for lost gas content
estimation of a shale sample collected in the MY-1 well in the Southern North China Basin. Solid points
are the desorbed gas data that were collected from a drilling site, and solid lines are the corresponding
fitting line.

5. Conclusions

The methane adsorption rate and diffusion characteristics of marine shale samples from Yangtze
Platform in Southern China were investigated using the volumetric method. The unipore model and
the bidisperse model were then used to model the methane adsorption rate data and to analyze the
behavior of methane diffusion. Based on this, the following conclusions are made:

(1) The unipore model failed to describe the methane adsorption rate data for all pressure steps,
and the bidisperse model cannot perfectly model the methane adsorption rate data. However,
using the bidisperse model is still justified even if some new diffusion models [19,68] involving a
more complicated mathematical process and providing a better description were established.
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(2) There is an evident negative correlation between macropore diffusivity and pressure lower
than 3–4 MPa, and when the pressure is greater than 5.5 MPa the macropore diffusivity is
constant. However, the micropore diffusivity only showed a gentle decreasing trend with
pressure. This finding indicated that methane diffusion could play a significant role in later
stages of the development of shale gas reservoir. Additionally, the surface coverage or adsorption
volume also negatively affected methane diffusivity in shale.

(3) The order of magnitude of macro- and micropore diffusivities in measured marine shale are
roughly from 10−3 to 100, and 10−3 to 10−1, respectively. In these shale samples, both macro- and
micropores are significant for the methane adsorption rate and total adsorption in measured
marine shale samples, and the relative influence and importance of micropore diffusion and
adsorption to the adsorption rate and total adsorption increased with increasing pressure. This is
because the adsorption sites in macropores become full with increasing pressure steps, so less
methane adsorption in macropores can occur at higher pressure steps.

(4) A new estimation method was proposed here based upon the bidisperse model for lost gas
content estimation of shale or coal samples. From a theoretical viewpoint, the method proposed
here may give a more accurate prediction of lost gas content than other methods based upon the
unipore model, although further study is required.
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